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Abstract
Parsing of information from the world into objects and events 
occurs in both the visual and auditory modalities. It has been 
suggested that visual and auditory scene perception involve 
similar principles of perceptual organization. This study 
investigated cross-modal scene perception by determining 
whether an auditory stimulus could facilitate visual object 
segregation. Specifically, we examined whether the 
presentation of matched auditory speech would facilitate the 
detection of a point-light talking face amid point-light 
distractors. An adaptive staircase procedure (3 up 1 down 
rule) was used to estimate the 79% correct threshold in a two-
alternative forced-choice (2AFC) procedure. To determine if 
different degrees of speech motion would show different 
sized auditory influence, three speech modes were tested 
(speech in quiet; whispered and Lombard speech). A 
facilitatory auditory effect on talking face detection was 
found; the size of this effect did not differ across the different 
speech modes.  

1. Introduction

Behavioural investigations of multimodal speech have almost 
exclusively examined how an accompanying visual speech 
signal impacts people’s performance on auditory speech 
processing tasks (e.g., speech in noise tasks, or the 
identification of clear speech with McGurk stimuli). One 
reason for the prominence of such studies is the view that 
vision is the dominant modality in multisensory perception 
and that auditory perception is more malleable. 

It has, however, been found that auditory signals can have an 
effect on visual perception with this occurring even in 
conditions in which the visual percept is unambiguous (e.g., 
[4]).  For example [1] showed that auditory segmentation 
(based on whether auditory streaming occurred or not) could 
influence the perception segmentation of visually displayed 
moving dots. A more recent study by Brooks et al [3] 
demonstrated that auditory motion in the same direction as a 
point-light walker (11 dots that moved as a group giving the 
impression of a walker moving left to right or right to left) 
increased the walker’s detectability against a background of 
noise dots. Arrighi and colleagues [2] have also shown that 
in-phase stereotyped auditory taps and a point-light depiction 
of a tap dancer’s foot improved force-choice discrimination 
performance of which noise filled interval contained the 
point-light dance sequence. 

One way in which this auditory influence on visual perception 
has been conceptualized is within the framework of cross 
modal scene analysis [6]. This view considers the process by 
which objects and events are parsed (segregated) from 
perceptual inputs and is based on the notion that high-level 
principles of perceptual organization (e.g., Gestalt principles) 

play a role in both auditory and visual perception (see [5]).  
On this view then, perceived structure/motion in one modality 
may facilitate the perception of comodulated structure/motion 
in another. 

We examined the capacity of a structured auditory signal to 
assist in the segregation of a comodulated visual signal by 
investigating whether auditory speech assists in 
discriminating corresponding point-light visual speech from 
visual masking noise. To quantify any effect, we measured 
thresholds for discriminating a point-light talking head 
against a noise background with Visual-Only and Auditory-
Visual presentation conditions. Participants were required to 
make a forced-choice discrimination of which of two noise-
dot filled intervals contained the point-light talker (rather than 
noise dots alone). Discrimination threshold was defined as the 
noise level corresponding to 79% correct discrimination (set 
by an adaptive 3 up-1 down staircase). 

2. Method

2.1. Participants 
Eight undergraduate or graduate students (6 female; 2 male) 
from the University of Western Sydney (aged 18-21) 
participated in the experiment voluntarily or for course credit. 
All reported having normal or corrected to normal visual 
acuity and no hearing loss1.

2.2. Materials
The face motion data of 24 face markers (and head motion 
from 4 markers on a head rig) for one male talker saying two 
8 word sentences (duration approximately 2 seconds) from 
the IEEE (1969) corpus [7] in three speech modes (in quiet, 
whispered or Lombard) were recorded by two linked Optotrak 
machines. This group of face markers was presented 
positioned randomly in a virtual cube 1.5 times the size of the 
motion data boundary box so its location was not predictable. 

To create an efficient visual mask, the masking point-lights 
preserved the motion characteristics of the face motion by 
using the original markers as the basis for the motion of the 
masking points. The procedure by which the cloud of marking 
dots was positioned and animated is depicted in Figure 1. 

As described in Figure 1, markers were selected by cycling 
through (in randomized order without replacement) the 
available markers. Marker points were duplicated, displaced 
and rotated. Translation within the extended motion cube (1.5 
times the original motion data boundary box) was 
unconstrained with the exception that the masking point-
lights were required to stay within the visible area over the 
time course of the whole sentence. Rotation was limited to 
rotation in the image plane, i.e., around the axis perpendicular 
to the image plane.  
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Figure 1: A schematic representation of the process by which 
the masking dots were animated and positioned. Note: for 
clarity the contrast has been reversed, in the experiment, 
white dots were displayed on a black background (see Figure 
2)

The masking point-lights were positioned with a pseudo-
random process that was constrained so the masking point-
lights were distributed with equal density across the motion 
space while maintaining some randomness, i.e. avoiding a 
grid like placement. This was achieved by using an algorithm 
to determine the translation parameters for the image plane in 
which the image plane was re-sampled so that each point-
light was represented by a two-dimensional Gaussian function 
centred on the mean location of the point-light in the image 
plane. All Gausian functions were evaluated at the grid points 
and the resulting values summed. The coordinates of the grid 
point with the minimum value on the mixture of Gaussian 
was considered the optimal location in terms of density. To 
avoid fixed locations, the values for the final image plane 
coordinates were drawn randomly from a normal distribution 
centred on the optimal value with a standard deviation which 
corresponded to a third of the distance of the optimal location 
to the nearest neighbour. 

Two types of visual stimuli were generated: the talking face 
with noise mask (Face-and-noise) and noise mask only 
(Mask-only). An example of the Face-and-noise and Mask-
only displays with 200 distractor dots is shown in Figure 2. 
Note that the Mask-only display also includes 24 pseudo face 
dots.  That is, for the stimuli which contained only the noise 
mask (Mask-only) the number of point-lights in the mask was 
increased to match the number of point-lights plus the number 
of face makers in the with-face condition. All processing was 
done in Matlab (The MathWorks, Inc) and the final movie 
stimuli were written to an AVI movie file from within 
Matlab. To create the auditory-visual stimuli, VirtualDub was 
called to add the speech signal to the movie file. A display 
program was written that allowed automatic selection and 
presentation of the movie files based on the participant’s 
performance (more masking dots if the participant was correct 

3 times in a row, less if a single error was made). In order to 
ensure that all stimulus levels in a participant’s adaptive 
staircase were available, 8,400 movies were pre-prepared (10 
different movie samples for each of the two sentences were 
generated in increasing steps of 5 dots from the minimum of 
50 dots to the maximum of 400 dots for the auditory-visual 
and visual-only conditions). 

Figure 2: An example of the Face-and-noise (left panel) and 
Mask-only (right panel) displays with 200 distractor dots. 
Note the face dots have been coloured blue here as an aid to 
detect the face in the figure. 

The step size up to the initial reversal was 30 dots (up) and 10 
dots (down) and thereafter 15 dots (up) and 5 dots (down). 
Trials stopped after 12 reversals with the threshold estimated 
by the geometric mean of the last 3 reversals (see Figure 3). 

Figure 3: An example staircase for Visual-Only presentation 
of in-quiet speech. 

2.3. Procedure
Participants were tested individually in a quiet testing booth. 
Each participant was first shown the configuration of the 
point-lights that were used to record visual speech motion and 
it was explained that a video of these moving face dots would 
be displayed with additional moving masking dots (Face-and-
mask). Participants were instructed that in each trial of the 
experiment, a Face-and-noise mask movie and a Mask-only 
movie would be presented. It was then explained that the 
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Face-and-mask video would be displayed either first on the 
left side of the screen or subsequently on the right side (if the 
later, then the Mask-only video would be first displayed on 
the left side screen) and that after both had been shown, the 
side that presented the Face-and-mask video was to be 
indicated by press the button of the corresponding side. 

Figure 4: The 2AFC procedure. First either the Face-and-
mask or the Mask-only video played on the left side of the 
screen; after 1500 ms ISI (both screen sides dark) the Mask-
only or Face-and-mask video would play on right side (i.e., 
which ever did not play first). The participant pressed the 
button on the side which displayed the Face-and-mask video. 

Participants were instructed that this was a 2AFC task that 
required them to make a decision on every trial, so that even 
if they were not sure about the decision they should guess 
(see Figure 4). The experiment began with 100 masking dots 
and dots where added or subtracted depending on the adaptive 
staircase rule. Stimuli were blocked in each speech mode for 
the Visual-Only or Auditory-Visual presentations. The 
presentation order of the blocks was counterbalanced across 
the participants (with the provision that the same conditions 
of presentation were not repeated one following the other). 

3. Results
The two threshold estimates collected from the 8 participants 
(one for each sentence) for each speech mode for the 
auditory-visual and visual-only presentations were analyzed 
by ANOVA (repeated measures on all factors).  

The mean number of masking dots needed to produce 
threshold performance for Auditory-Visual and Visual-only 
presentations for each speech mode is shown in Table 1. 

Table 1: Mean number of masking dots needed to obtain 
threshold performance (79% correct) for the Auditory-Visual 
(AV) and Visual-Only (VO) presentation conditions for each 
speech mode(averaged over the two stimulus sentences) .

Speech mode AV or VO Mean Std. Error 
In-quiet AV 273 24.1 
 VO 255 27.9 

effect 18
Whispered AV 284 19.4 
 VO 265 14.8 

effect 19
Lombard AV 301 18.4 
(in-noise) VO 281 24.7 

effect 20

The analysis of the thresholds took the form of a 3 (speech 
mode) x 2 (AV vs. VO) ANOVA. There was no overall 
difference in the number of masking dots at threshold 

between the different speech modes, F(2,14) = 1,75, p > 0.05. 
There was a significant difference between the number of 
masking dots needed to obtain threshold performance for the 
AV condition (286) and the VO condition (267), F(1,7) = 
8.11, p < 0.05. There was no interaction between the speech 
mode and AV vs. VO presentation F <1. 

In sum, the results showed that when the auditory speech 
signal was presented concurrently with the visual task, it was 
necessary to display more masking dots to achieve the same 
threshold performance (this occurred for all the three speech 
modes, normal, whispered and Lombard).

4. Discussion
We began by considering the potential overlap between visual 
and auditory scene analysis with respect to cross modal 
interactions. A cross-modal scene analysis account draws 
from the ideas of Gestalt psychology that concern perceptual 
grouping and object segregation. One example in which 
multimodal interaction is described by AV grouping is that 
offered by Grant and Seitz [8] to account for the advantage of 
AV presentation in a 2AFC speech detection in noise task 
(i.e., with AV presentation more noise was required to 
maintain 79% correct  performance in choosing the signal and 
noise versus the noise only interval).  

Specifically, Grant and Seitz suggested that the visual signal 
(the movements of the lips and other surface features of the 
face and tongue) acted as a co-signal to assist in the detection 
of the auditory target masked by white noise. That is, they 
proposed that the detection of significant cross-modal 
comodulation in the envelope fluctuations across different 
modalities could be used as a cue for selecting the interval 
containing the masked target sentence as opposed to the noise 
alone interval. 

Rather than investigating the influence of clear visual speech 
on masked auditory speech detection, the current experiment 
reversed the clear and masked modalities by examining 
whether clear auditory speech would assist in detecting a 
masked visual signal. 

The results showed that when auditory speech was presented 
along with the visual speech point-light detection task, more 
masking dots were necessary to maintain the same threshold 
level of performance. This suggests that a comodulated 
auditory signal acted to facilitate the segregation of visual 
speech motion against the masking dots.  

Although the current results showing AV facilitation are 
similar to those that have examined AV speech detection in 
noise (e.g., [8] and [9]), it is not entirely clear that the task of 
detecting auditory speech in white noise is comparable to that 
of detecting speech motion conveyed by point-lights against 
other masking point-light motion. For example, one major 
difference is that the auditory speech detection task is likely 
to involve the determination of temporal/spectral information 
whereas the detection of visual speech point-lights is likely to 
involve temporal/position information. 

That is, the visual speech detection task can be seen as 
involving the search for at least two dots whose position and 
motion could have been driven by the visual speech signal. 
This task was made difficult by the number of masking dots 
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and by the time-constrained nature of the search (the videos 
only lasted for about two seconds). Within this search 
framework then, a comodulated auditory speech signal could 
be beneficial if it aided the search for particular dots motions. 
For instance, plausibly the amplitude of motion of the jaw and 
some mouth dots would be nicely described by auditory 
amplitude modulation. The detection of such a correlation 
could be used as a cue for selecting the interval containing the 
Face-and-mask stimulus. 
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1 Due to a problem with the display program, a complete data 
set (i.e., two thresholds for each speech mode for the 
auditory-visual and visual only trials) was not able to be 
collected for 6 additional participants. These data were not 
analysed.
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